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THE MEDIUM
ENGLISH AVENUE, ATLANTA, GA

The Medium is an all-inclusive art and food park located in English 
Avenue, a historically robust and currently underserved community 
in Atlanta. Using the arts of painting, sculpture, cooking, music, and 
graffiti, The Medium will help to revitalize the community’s art scene 
and provide a sanctuary for artists to flourish. The visitors will enter the 
site through the alley along the historic St. Mark’s Church. The graphic 
elements of the alley include floor murals and hanging art which act 
as a threshold to transport visitors to the main central courtyards. On 
site, there are 5 shipping containers which serve as incubator kitchens 
for 5 vendors in the community looking to grow their businesses 
from their back porch to a storefront. These containers face inwards 
on the site to create a courtyard complete with raised mounds 
equipped with benches which are lit from underneath to provide 
seating for those visiting the vendors. Continuing to follow the alley, 
the path opens to a larger green space which is sloped, allowing for 
people to gather, create, and connect. From this view, one is able 
to see the double height interior art galley adjacent to the vibrant 
open-air gallery. On the back side of the gallery lies the graffiti tunnel, 
where anyone visiting the Medium can showcase their art on the 
walls. This tunnel leads to a secondary arts courtyard which acts 
as an extension of the art galley and directs you into the main arts 
courtyard, also equipped with a seating mound. The shapes of the 
paths and mounds are all drawn from graffiti and street art while the 
shipping containers act as anchors for the landscape. 

- angled paths

- curvatures

- crossing paths

- triangles

- anchored containers

- orthogonal lines

- bubbles (openings in 
landscape)

- angled paths
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moment one: play mound moment two: vendor moment three: St. Marks moment four: bar moment five: entrance

section one: looking east

section two: tunnel
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arts courtyard

mound view

use of grafitti

Character One: The Customer

Character Three: The Tourist

1.visits vendors
2.buys food
3.stops to eat and socialize
4.uses bathroom

1.approaches the tunnel
2.tags the tunnel
3.experiences the gallery
4.socializes

1.attends event at St. Mark’s
2.buys a drink
3.socializes
4.experiences the gallery
5.uses the bathroom

Character Four: The Performer
1. gets dressed
2.uses bathroom
3. performs in St. Marks
4. grabs a drink
5. socializes in the gallery (after-party)

Character Two: The Aspiring 
Artist

Skylights that allow natural diffused 
light to enter the interior

The Passive strategies employed above 
allow the gallery spaces to preform in the 
optimum fashion. The main rooms recieve 
more diffused light from the north to 
protect the art that may be shown in them. 
The skylights prevent these spaces from 
being dark by still allowing in diffused light 
to enter and using the two story breezeway 
to block harsh southern light.

Sun shade over breezeway to 
protect from harsh Southern light

Corrugated Aluminum roof to 
reduce solar heat gain through 
reflection

Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA): 
100%

Daylight Glare Probability (DGP): 
18%

LEED credits: 3

Annual Solar Exposure (ASE): 3.3%

circulation by demographic
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section three: vending courtyard

gallery daylighting study

vending courtyard perspective

gallery perspective

exterior perspective

gallery|breezeway to 
tunnel|interior flex space

vendor with wooden bar 
counter and wooden roof 

fence

turf mound with concrete 
border

concrete retaining wall with 
wooden fence and vines

mound-mounted benches 
with tables for seating

bar-style seating with 
stools

additional seating

wooden gate with metal 
overhang

axon

SPATIAL CAPACITIES:
TOTAL SITE: 8,056 sq ft

6:00 am | Morning 
Class

10:00 am |Average 
Traffic

1:00 pm | Lunch 5:00 pm | Happy Hour

2,080 sq ft Total Interior Space

8,056 - 2,080 = 5,976 sq ft of exterior space
- 317 overall occupancy load

8:00 pm | Concert6:00 pm | Art Show

vendor/service customer/visitor sculptureperfomer/artist

section four: looking west

daily uses
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day and night perspective

section five: mound to arts courtyard

art courtyard at day vs. night

vending courtyard at day vs. night


